Instant Poll Summary

**1. Becoming a more skilled user...**
- More targeted spotlight presentations: 10%
- More "how-to" guidance: 20%
- Some "hands-on" training: 35%
- More user-friendly tool interfaces: 35%

**2. Desired future video tutorials...**
- Using the tools for a specific purpose: 74%
- "Tool tips" (on more subtle features): 74%
- Tool "How-to's": 53%
- Something else: 11%

**3. Value of the Deploy Summary Table...**
- Yes, Definitely: 50%
- Some: 30%
- No, not really: 20%
- Never checked it out: 20%

**4. Areas currently using / wanting to use PDA Suite...**
- Planning: 86%
- Communication: 76%
- Pjt./Pgm. Develop. & Assessment: 57%
- Research: 48%
- TSMO/TIM: 43%
- Leveraging Funds: 14%

**5. Most likely uses of O-D data...**
- Modeling (calibration/ validation): 83%
- Studies (e.g.- Traffic Impact Studies): 78%
- Reports / Communication with various audiences: 78%
- Project/ Program Development & Assessment: 67%
- Mapping / Graphics: 61%
- I Don't use O-D data: 0%